An inspection process of radiant heaters is presented in this paper. The proposed non destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) technique for defect assessment of radiant heaters is based on infrared thermography images properly acquired and processed. The technique can be used in on-line fabrication quality control radiant heaters manufacturing processes. By exciting the heater with a very short electrical pulse, a sequence of thermographic images is captured by an infrared camera and then analyzed. Regardless of the electrical excitation applied to the heating element of the heater, the electrical power supplied will dissipate at the resistor. Provided enough spatial resolution, the heaters could be tested with an infrared camera capturing the radiated heat. The analysis of the heating wire during the heating flank shows differences among pixels corresponding to defective points and pixels belonging to non-defective areas of the wire. The automation is provided by the development of an algorithm that looks for the slope of the heating evolution of each pixel. A Radon Transform based algorithm is here proposed to reduce human intervention providing just one image where an operator could quickly locate possible defects.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, when technology comes out in a lot of each day more sophisticated tools, the demand of quality control has become one of the most important goals in any industry. The researchers' efforts are currently underway to develop new innovative techniques able to help operators to decide whether defects are to be found or not. Non-Destructive Evaluation and Testing techniques (NDET) have been developed and improved during years becoming fast, non-contact and safe. These are the advantages of Infrared Thermography (IT) over other NDET techniques such as ultrasounds or X-rays [1] .
In the case under study, the niche of application corresponds to manufacturing industries of radiant heaters. At this point is interesting to detect defects on the heaters that could lead to a lack of effectiveness or even malfunction or breakdown. IT represents the easiest NDET to be used to. The supplied electrical power is expected to be uniformly dissipated in the heater resistor. Under any excitation, the heating and cooling behaviours of any two parts of the heating wire should be the same. These behaviours can be observed by the photodetectors or thermal detectors of infrared cameras and, consequently, the heaters could be perfectly tested by using an infrared camera when enough spatial resolution is provided [2, 3] .
Here, a transient behaviour produced on heaters is analyzed. The time consumed for each inspection is just the time invested on image processing. The excitation on the heater is controlled by an electronic timer and can be shorter than 0.1 sec although it should be long enough and always with enough energy to produce the heating. This excitation is consequently modelled as a quasi instantaneous pulse (ideally it would correspond to a Dirac's Delta function). Considering Joule's law (the amount of heat liberated has a quadratic dependency of the supplied electrical current but linear with time) and recording the heating by a fast infrared camera, each pixel on the image corresponding to a point * dagonfer@teisa.unican.es; phone/fax: +34 942 200877; www.teisa.unican.es/gif in the heating element acts in a linear way. If any defect exists, its behaviour linearity will be different and therefore detectable.
In this paper, a description of the setup and the used processing technique for a quality control of radiant heaters is presented. A Radon Transform based algorithm is proposed to reduce human intervention providing just one image where an operator can quickly locate the potential defects. The performance in defect detection has been evaluated using commercial pieces containing a range of real and artificial defects.
INSPECTION PROCESS
Real commercial specimens, provided by a manufacturer of radiant heaters, with a range of real and artificial defects were heated using an electrical control that offers a fast and precise energy shut off. The inspection is performed on a proposed setup that comprises a specific and custom electronic timer, an infrared camera and the sample, a radiant heater. A scheme of the setup is shown in Figure 1 .
The duration of the excitation is controlled by a Crozet timer, in function H, which energizes an output contact during a time that is adjustable. The value of interest for the timer duration was centred on short pulses as closer to the ideal Dirac's Delta function as possible (0.1 sc) but always assuring enough energy to heat the wire. This fact was considered because the electrical power dissipated on heating element is dominated by the radiance mechanism instead of being the equilibrated contribution of the different heat transfer mechanisms (natural convection, conduction and radiation mechanisms). During the very first part of the heating, natural convection and thermal conduction between the wire and the reflective shield (a low thermal-diffusivity substrate) could be neglected since they are linearly proportional to the temperature difference between the wire and the ambient. However, radiance is proportional to the fourth power of the temperature difference.
The inspection includes the heating tendency of the wire and is captured by an infrared camera with specific characteristics. A low thermal sensitivity or noise equivalent power (NEP) of the camera is desirable to measure the expected low increases of wire temperature. Also, due to work with transient timing of only 0.1 sec, fast cameras are needed to obtain several frames in such a heat transient. In this case, a CMT 128M Thermosensorik GmbH camera has been used due to its high frame rate and excellent temperature resolution (NETD < 20 mK). Free sizeable subframes could be obtained up to a maximum subframe rate higher than 5 kHz. Once the thermographic sequence has been captured, a simple algorithm has been developed to help in the detection and classification of defects. Its simplicity will lead to a fast inspection, what it is highly interesting for an online production quality control.
Processing
The heating can be approximated by a straight line as it was demonstrated on Figure 2b . The detection of defects can be carried out just considering the value of the slope on heating flanks. The thermographic images of interest are those just regarding the heating flank. They can be obtained providing certain synchronization between the electrical pulse source and the camera.
In order to make a correct linear fitting, the exact time of the beginning and end of the impulse must be known. However, this is not an easy task. But the use of specialized transforms applied in image processing and created for the detection of lines in noisy environments can help. To calculate the actual slope of the heating flank, an image processing transform has been studied avoiding the knowledge of the exact frame numbers corresponding to the beginning and end of the impulse: the Radon transform. The Radon Transform (RT) is able to transform two dimensional images with lines into a domain of possible line parameters, where each line in the image will give a peak positioned at the corresponding line parameters. The main characteristic of the Radon transform is its ability to extract lines (curves in general) from very noise images [4] . It is a standard tool in image analysis, which can be implemented on a Matlab TM code and avoid the need to know the exact times of the start and end of the heating. Figure 3 shows some samples of transformations using Radon Transform. An automatic inspection process is provided allowing a fast process and independent of any human intervention. The infrared camera captures a sequence of thermographic images during the quasi instantaneous heating controlled by the electrical timer. A computer processes the sequence using a Radon Transform based code and performs the detection of the defects, highlighting in a single image the points where a dissimilar temporal heating slope exists. An example is shown on Figure 4 . 
RESULTS DISCUSSION
An operator can quickly locate the potential defects, just with the observation of the single image provided by the algorithm, like the one depicted in Figure 4 . Instinctively, some defects can be classified and explained using the appropriate decision threshold. However, for others, their classification is left to operator's experience [2] .
Following the Joule's law (the amount of heat per second that develops in a wire carrying a current is proportional to the electrical resistance of the wire and the square of the current), the points where an excess of material exists are depicted in a brighter colour. Having bigger resistance, the temporal heating slope is higher reaching bigger temperatures in less time. Typical defects of this origin are links and doubled or overlapped twists.
Darker points along the wire pattern are related to areas with a lower slope. Using the same reasoning, a lower slope is associated to a lack of material. Therefore, cuts in the heating cable and straight segments are representative of this defect. Also brackets (small metal pieces which anchor the heating cable to the high thermal capacity substrate) are represented by dark areas. However, they don't indicate a lack of material but the attachment of other material in parallel with the heating wire resistance and, therefore, reducing the global resistance in that area. Although they are not strictly defects, brackets should be well placed for the correct fixing of the wire to the substrate and this fact should be also inspected.
Defective fixings of the wire to the substrate are shown as blurring areas. Depending on where the blurring is observed (over the heating element area or between spires), the defective fixing can be classified as a shortage fixing (the wire has an area without substrate underneath) or an excess fixing (part of the substrate is partially burying the heating element).
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0 Figure 5 shows a collage of graphs where photos on vision-eye range are associated with parts of the processed image obtained after the inspection process described in this paper. 
CONCLUSIONS
A quality control process on an industry dedicated to radiant heater manufacturing was presented. The effectiveness of Infrared Thermography as a NDT&E technique for this niche of application has been demonstrated. After short pulse excitations in the order of 0.1 sec, the recording of thermal images during the heating and cooling tendencies by a fast infrared camera provides relevant information for the defects that can appear on the production line. A simple defect detection processing which lies in the analysis of the heating-up flank, has been reduced to just a few seconds. A simple processing based on the Radon Transform has been developed to help in the detection and classification of defects. In particular, the range of real and artificial defects in a commercial radiant heater includes: lack of supporting brackets; defects originated by a deficiency in the heating material; defects from an excess of heating material; and parts of the heating elements which are in wrong contact (non-contact or semi-buried) with the substrate. All of them have been successfully detected by the non-contact and safe quality control process here presented.
